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DATA PROTECTION ACT 

PLEASE NOTE - Details that members have supplied to the group are held on 

a data base for the groups own use. 

If you object to your details being held this way, please inform the Secretary in 

writing.



ADVERT - Newsletter Editor

Due to Group reorganisation we are looking for a person to edit/create a newsletter 

for the group, and the group’s printer will be supplied.

The newsletter must be created in a suitable format and converted to PDF for e-mail 

delivery and printed out for hand delivery and postage. The delivery side is handled 

by another member as is the e-mail delivery.

Various members will submit articles for a set date i.e. 12th of the month, and then 

the magazine will be created within a timescale for delivery before month end or by 

the committee meeting date. All help and guidelines will be given to whoever has the 

ability and is chosen for the position. 

This is normally a committee position; however the Editor does not have to be a 

committee member but will need to attend committee meetings to retrieve 

information for the publication.

For further information or to apply please contact Bob Stone on 01246 568898 or    

e-mail robjstone@aol.com

Thoughts From The (temp) Editor

Due to the circumstances outlined above, it has fallen to me to put this issue to bed. 

Therefore you may find the look and running order not as before and some items 

repeated - for all these aspects I apologise, but it is the way it looked best to my 

eyes, and yes I have had an eye test recently.

So what am I thinking about at the moment - Why do we have numbers on gear 

knobs? 

I have had the pleasure to drive with three people recently – not Associates – and all  

have used the gear lever as a hand rest throughout the journey.  This is probably an 

influence of Top Gear but driving one-handed does look cool, doesn’t it? 

Well yes, its true that both Clarkson and Hammond drive with one hand whilst 

looking at the camera BUT this is often in the middle of an airfield where the hazards 

are few or when on a straight piece of road. When they ‘get serious’ with their driving 

on track or road Clarkson and Hammond do use both hands.

How can I educate/advise these drivers I travel with without losing my lift home???

Bob Stone TEd
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Thoughts, Reports and Retorts.

From the Chairman.

August looms near and with it the holiday season and hopefully the good, or 

at least better weather, and it is not only holiday time but also one of the busiest 

times for our publicity programme when the caravan is needed here there and 

everywhere, since July, August and well into September is the show season when 

we need to make our presence known to the local communities, and all this in the 

interest of ROAD SAFETY by joining our Advanced Driving programme. We have a 

good display of material, articles and photographs to attract interest in ourselves as a 

group but having achieved the attraction it is essential to have a presence to answer 

the many enquiries which ensue, and that presence is provided by the volunteers 

who come along to man the caravan on the day. Would you like to be a part of that 

team? We would certainly welcome you to join us, even if only for an hour or two, 

and the UP Side is that you get to see the show for Free, but you have to earn the 

privilege first, so why not put yourselves forward by adding your name to the list of 

potential volunteers – names to Jan, Ray, Alan or myself (contacts on back page), 

and remember these are some of the best shows in the area so look them up in the 

recently issued Calendar Sheet, and in future issues, and book your place promptly.

Whilst on the subject of volunteers we recently appealed for someone to tow 

the caravan to various venues, a need necessitated by Alans incapacitation and we 

were delighted when Ian and Mick offered to step into the breach with a suitable 

towing vehicle, and along with Roger enabled us to fulfil our commitments to display 

our wares and services to the benefit of the populace of Chesterfield and district. We 

are greatly indebted to them for the assistance rendered in our time of need and offer 

our very grateful thanks.

Do you read the Derbyshire Times? If so you will have seen a recent article 

by Michael Broomhead, a young reporter on the DT. who is taking the Advanced 

Driving course with Chesterfield Group and who will be reporting on his progress in 

the future.  At the same time the Derbyshire Times are running a “RESPECT ON 

THE ROADS” campaign which we the Chesterfield Advanced Drivers are fully 

supporting, so if you haven’t seen Michaels article but want to keep up with his 

progress and also follow the DT’s campaign for Respect on the Roads, then now is 

the time to order your copy of the paper and renew your  interest in local events and 

happenings, and perhaps drop us a line on your thoughts regarding the subjects. 

Before closing I will just take you back to the topic of shows. Early in July we 

attended the BEIGHTON GALA with our display unit and team, it was a huge 

success with in excess of 2000 people attending when the Road Procession, which 

is the only one allowed in the Sheffield area, arrived on site. By way of added interest 

we set up a manoeuvrability course and had a very good response from drivers 

wanting to demonstrate their skills, or otherwise.  A great day, good weather, good 

company, great fun, and everyone enjoyed it. We have already booked for next year. 

Want to come along? Then let us know, you would be very welcome.

Bill Harrington.
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Profile of David, IAM Regional Groups Co-ordinator, Region 4

David passed the advanced driving test in August 1966 but did not become closely 

involved in IAM activities until twenty years later when he became a member of 

Leeds group. During the last 25 years he has been an observer throughout and was 

Treasurer and Chairman of the group for various periods, resigning from the chair in 

2006 to take up the position of Regional Co-ordinator, as it then was.  He qualified as 

a Senior Observer 6 years ago and re-qualified in 2010. He remains a member of 

Leeds group for the purpose of maintaining his insurance cover as an observer, but 

now spends most of his time on regional observer training matters.

David also took the RoSPA Advanced Test in 1990, achieving gold standard, which 

he has retained at every triennial retest since. 

On becoming Regional Co-ordinator, David instituted the Regional Observer Training 

Team together with Chris Tatlow, the Staff examiner for Region 4, and they 

developed the programme of Observer Training days. In the last three years, the 

team has visited most car groups in the region at least once and in some cases 

twice, and observers from all but one car group have attended the days. In 2011, the 

region is planning to stage the first residential training weekend for observers.

As a pure personal challenge, David attempted IAM Special Assessment in 2007 

and, whilst successful, was disconcerted by the sheer lack of information given to 

members who are interested on this ultimate driving challenge.  ‘It is as near as you 

can reasonably get as a civilian to the Police Advanced Driving Test’ says David, ‘but 

there is almost no publicity, so members are unaware it even exists, and there is no 

real help for those wanting to take it.’

He went on, ‘Chris Tatlow and I decided to try to rectify that, and so we started to 

give interested people a small taster of what was involved at observer training 

events. It rolled out from there to the ROTT team, all of whom are either former 

police traffic officers or have successfully completed Special Assessment, offering 

help to help the potential candidates. I think we shall be broadly satisfied but not 

complacent when there is someone in every group who has done it!’

The result is more Special Assessments being done in Region 4 now than any of the 

other regions, and candidates are scoring very highly indeed. Bearing in mind that 

the assessment is marked as a percentage, and anything over 60% is a good mark, 

(quote Chris, who does all the assessments), Region 4 candidates are consistently 

passing with 75% and some are getting over 80%. 

The existence of the specialist observer training team in the region and the interest in 

Special Assessment was behind the choice of Region 4 in 2010 for a major 

evaluation of a scheme for continuous personal development for IAM members. 

Although this particular project has not yet come to fruition, the representatives of 
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other regions who attended have adopted the training model developed in this region 

for their own areas with conspicuous success. Observers and groups nationwide find 

the external input extremely helpful.

David was also instrumental in extending the Rider Skills Days at Mallory Park into 

Driver Skills Days so that the members on four wheels could also benefit from the 

unique learning experience the days provide. He also organises the days at Teesside 

Autopark in this region. He comments, ‘The interest in Teesside has not always been 

as good as we might have wished, I think because the circuit is not widely known and 

those who look it up worry that it is essentially a karting venue, but it’s very good for 

our purposes and offers the best value for money of all the Skills Day venues the 

IAM uses. Most people would like to see us use Croft, but the noise restrictions they 

now suffer actually make it virtually impossible, and even if we could use Croft, it 

would cost significantly more.’ The Skills Day programme for 2011 is more extensive 

than ever. 

In his working life, David ran his own accountancy practice and finally retired from 

professional life at the end of 2010. To quote him, ‘I have rather more time available 

now for IAM matters in general and Region 4 in particular and there is much I would 

like to do before I finally call time.’ Watch this space!

======================================================
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This space is reserved for your article.

Please submit articles for inclusion next month to 

Bob Stone by 5pm on Monday 15
th

 August.

E-mail preferred but scraps of paper accepted

Publication Date For Next Issue 20 August



Some Motoring Based Observations - (from our President)

I really enjoy reading “lists” and logical statements, but I do wonder who has the time 

or inclination to compile some of them. Try this one…….according to the first 

“Vehicle Vandalism Index” created by insurer ‘swift cover.com’ the car most liable to 

be targeted by vandals is the Lexus followed by the BMW Z4 sports car then the Mini 

one. Most in the top ten are sport or prestige cars, the Audi TT and BMW X5 near the 

top of the list. The Skoda Octavia and Mazda MX5 are also in the top ten.

These findings are presented after studying 2,000 claims for vandalism and 

malicious damage in the UK  last year. Interesting, but what next?

A friend of mine who has a Ford Galaxy on a 05 plate, recently found a small leak in 

his radiator, so duly asked his local garage to order a new one – no problem? After 

three days and FOUR deliveries the correct one was finally supplied. Apparently 

there are SEVEN possibilities for this common vehicle. Can you beat this?

By the time you read this, the Government’s new crackdown on ‘anti-social  driving’ 

and the issuing of on the spot fines as opposed to court cases will have been up and 

running for a while, so I shall be interested to see if catching the tailgaters and the 

motorway middle lane huggers, has been more successful than apprehending the 

mobile phone users. A good idea but don’t hold your breath!

Now an observation on one new technological ‘improvement’. There is a system, as 

some of you will be aware, which enables you to unlock your car by merely having a 

card in your pocket. As you approach the vehicle a sensor “sees” your card near by 

and unlocks your car. Very good……it also unlocks as you walk away. Very 

good……unless you are one of those owners who likes to double check that the car 

is actually locked by trying the door handle……  but just a minute…..as you go back 

to check, it will unlock! The only logical answer is to walk away, leave your card and 

go back ‘cardless’. Moral… if you like to check your locks, don’t buy a car with this 

facility, as not all ‘progress’ is really all that helpful.

I hope someone from Tata Motors reads this next piece….Jaguar has just 

announced their range of 2012 models is to include a XF with a 2.2 litre diesel 

stop/start engine using an eight speed automatic box .. 0 to 60 in 8 seconds, 140 

mph top speed , combined mpg of 53, and emission of 149 putting it in the £125 pa 

tax bracket, all for £30,950.(A lot of money, but many average vehicles are 

approaching this figure nowadays). Perhaps they will send me one in exchange for 

this free publicity!

And finally - How’s this for an idea?     Just like supermarkets reward shoppers for 

loyalty by giving 5p a litre off fuel, perhaps the IAM could ask the minister of transport 

to issue IAM groups with money off fuel tokens  to be used on guidance runs, say 

one token per session as at least one gallon of fuel is used, surely this would 

encourage more drivers to take up the challenge. Any thoughts?

Stay safe and happy    Mike  (continued …………… TEd)
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Chesterfield Intergroup Challenge – Brampton - June 2011

A few of us were there on site at 8.30am to set up the course. This year we made the 

box a little tighter just to make things a little more interesting, and it did, but 

nevertheless by 9.30 we had the course set and we were ready to go.

We had teams from Sheffield Group, Matlock Group, a RoSPA team, and a couple of 

teams from North Derbyshire Motor Club, and ourselves of course. Nine teams in all 

and we started at around 10.30am.

(TEd. see Photo on front cover)

The picture shows the very tired but happy crew and was taken at lunch time or 

thereabouts. Some had to go early so we tried to get them through the course first. 

At this stage I would like to give my thanks to Sheilah Barber, Sue and Jan for the 

work they did making tea and coffee for us all.

The event went on without a hitch apart from people going into our beloved box and 

flattening cones, but we expect that anyway. One member asked if it was ok to try 

the box a different way and I had no choice but just to say yes. But I knew the 

attempt was doomed as we know there is only one way to do it. But it was a good try. 

One of our associates Dominic Booth did very well and was the winning young driver. 

Well done Dominic and at the end I put him to work showing me how to polish a car. 

He did only half my boot lid but I have to say it was a hell of a difference, Ill book the 

rest of the car later. Seriously he is very good and maybe one day he may just give 

us a talk and demo.

Getting back to the event, It’s the time when young and old get together and do some 

slow manoeuvres around a course which has been laid out with cones and tape, to 

strict measurements.  

Driving an unfamiliar vehicle is always a challenge, this year it was made more 

difficult by using a small Vauxhall van, with no side or rear windows.  Manoeuvre’s 

included a parallel park, moving the vehicle one revolution of the wheel and going 

into a simulated box garage forward, turning round in as few movements as possible, 

coming out forwards.  It all looks reasonable at first, but when you are not able to put 

your head out of the window, get points knocked off, if you hit a cone and have to 

perform the course within a time limit, you realise it isn’t going to be that easy.  

Summer sunshine was with us all day making for red faces even if you had done well 

on the course.  The raffle raised seventeen pounds towards staging the event.  

Points were added and deducted accordingly and the winner announced.
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This year the overall winning team was the North Derbyshire Motor Club made up by 

Neil Bennett and Matt Tomlinson. Well done to NDMC and we look forward to you 

defending next year. Then we had a winner for the young driver’s best individual 

times and the winner was Dominic Booth so well done to him too. Below are the 

pictures of the winners.

                                        Neil Bennet                                                     Dominic Booth

Both presented by Michael Broomhead Reporter for Derbyshire Times

On a footnote it was good to see Sheffield Group putting a team forward and 

hopefully we will have a renewed friendship with them. Thank you to RoSPA also for 

coming along and we look forward to seeing them again in the near future. It was 

good to see North Derbyshire Motor Club taking part and they put on a good 

show……and won. Now they have to defend next year. I understand they may use 

our box in their events so next year we will endeavour to make our course harder. 

Last but not least our friends from Matlock. One of the winning team from last year I 

understand was not well so we wish her a speedy recovery and their other member 

was away. However their team headed by Bill Storey did quite well and I’m sure they 

will be back in fighting spirit next year.

Thank you one and all for making the day go so well. And written in part by Jan 

Creswell

Safe Driving

Ray Parker

PS- get ready for the Blindfold Challenge next year.
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Some More thoughts and a question….. (from our President)

Every so often a question arises that no one seems to have a definitive answer to 

offer – let me explain.

If you lay up your car and correctly use the SORN facility, you can put your 

insurance on hold – it is only if you do not inform Swansea, by use of a SORN you 

must now have effective insurance cover even though it is locked away in your 

garage or even undergoing total restoration. So far so good. Now comes the time to 

awaken the vehicle from its cosy hibernation, and put it back on  the road. The MOT 

is not really a problem as you can legally drive to and from an MOT station (as long 

as you go straight there and straight back ) without displaying a tax disc……but what 

about insurance? 

You may decide not to re-insure the vehicle if it fails the MOT, until it is fully 

repaired  If it fails, your insurance would be null and void anyway as you are running 

a vehicle without a current MOT certificate, and so deemed un-roadworthy.

One of the local MOT testers stated that insurance is not necessary to present your 

car for testing, but this seems to go against the motoring law as you are using an 

uninsured vehicle on the public highway. So this is the question…..can you legally 

take your vehicle for an MOT test  without tax, a current MOT certificate and 

appropriate insurance? Is there anyone out there who can quote me the relevant 

section of the Road Traffic Act to answer this query then I can advise the person who 

gave me this problem ? !

A recent article in “Autocar” caught my eye concerning vehicle pollution in 

California USA. It stated that where California has led, the world has followed. 

According to Mercedes USA, sales of petrol/diesel hybrids will peak in 2020, then 

conventional combustion-engined cars will be dead by 2030 and by 2040 everything 

except  electric or hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will have been sent to the scrap yard. 

California is at this moment settling its emission laws with the ultimate aim of all cars 

being Zero Emission by 2040.Interesting, but I fear I will not be around to see 

whether this happens or not!

Have you noticed how cars seem to be getting bigger. The Ford range for example,

the new Ka is far bigger than the old one, now really Fiesta size , which is now Focus 

size, which is Mondeo size, which is……..I wonder if this is forward planning to 

introduce a new “baby” Ford at the bottom of the pile?

More and more cars are leaving the factory without a spare wheel (presumably to 

save money, as well as space and weight) but with a can of pressurised foam or 

similar, to “mend a puncture”. All very well but in this age of potholes and badly done 

road repairs, what happens when you actually damage the wheel disc itself? I think I 

will put up with the extra weight , and have peace of mind of having a proper spare 

wheel, even if it is a “space saver” type restricted to 50mph!

More next month. 

Stay safe and happy           

Mike
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Code Breakers. Part 2 – continuation from July.

Last month I got up to page 20 in Know Your Traffic Signs,( £4.99 from good 

stationers) so let us continue with one last look at that page and two signs which are 

often misquoted and seemingly miss understood by a lot of road users, they are the 

speed limit signs. Firstly the example given of the 40 limit and note the wording, 

the maximum you may travel at if it is safe to do so, not to be attained at all cost

and never to be exceeded, although Advanced Drivers should drive up to the limit 

when it is safe with a view to maintaining progress and thus not creating a hazard 

themselves. The other sign is the National Speed Limit, or NSL, often misquoted as 

the de-restriction sign which used to be limitless but is now 60 mph on normal roads, 

70 on motorways, and in both cases, “Unless otherwise signified”.

Another limit sign on the next page does show a Max speed of 30, but this is 

enclosed in a Black edged rectangle and not the mandatory red circle since it is only 

advisory for the conditions pertaining, and thus depending on road and weather 

conditions along with traffic volume etcetera, may be exceeded if it is safe to do so

and a driver or rider make their own decisions. However beware, if an accident 

occurs such advice being exceeded could be taken into account as a contributory 

cause, so it is imperative to read the road and conditions accurately. If you really 

want to exceed the limit then look for the Blue circle which is mandatory information

and in the example given imposes a minimum speed of 30 (or other advised speed) 

but again with the proviso of “unless it is impracticable or unsafe to comply”.

Do you drive a high vehicle, tow a caravan or use a roof box on your car, if 

so do you know the height of your vehicle or appendage, do you read other such 

vehicles on the road and looking well ahead recognise their problems. Page 23 

brings those problems to mind with height restrictions such as low or arched bridges 

and regulatory signs prior to the hazard (p.22) give warning to all drivers of the 

hazards ahead and what you may have to contend with if others have not complied. 

Vehicles stuck, turning in the road or reversing for long distances etcetera are all 

unexpected happenings unless you are prepared for them, so be prepared. If you are 

the driver of the high vehicle then study and understand the use of height gauges 

particularly for arched bridges where you may have to use the centre of the road to 

use the maximum limited height, and use the painted safe headroom guide lines 

painted on the road and negotiate with great care, you don’t want to be caught out 

driving without due care and attention so read and study the pages well since we 

have a number of such instances in our local area. The last item on the page draws 

attention to overhanging buildings, mostly found in old medieval towns, once again 

do those height restrictions apply to you and your vehicle?

The last paragraph refers mainly to railway bridges where the road passes 

under the railway, but what about where the road passes over the railway as they do 

in so many cases in our neighbouring Lincolnshire. Level crossings are a major 

hazard particularly with drivers of a certain character who always consider they can 

beat the lights or the barriers so the code book devotes some 4 pages to the subject 
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of safety at such crossings and not without good reason since trains or their engines 

are much bigger and heavier than cars, vans and many lorries and their stopping 

distances are phenomenally great and not to be argued with.  Four pages of detailed 

do’s and don’ts to read about on pages 26 to 29 and the biggest is “don’t dice with 

death” – obey the code. 

The group has a video showing a police car on a Blues and Twos run which has to 

wait at a crossing whilst preceding a fire and rescue tender to a possible fatal 

accident so why is a Crossing Jumpers journey more important than that. Read, 

mark, learn and inwardly digest the detailed code on those four pages, not forgetting 

that very often when one train has passed another may be coming in the opposite 

direction. Most crossings are automatic half barrier type, but there are others which 

are open crossings with no gates or warning signals, there is however a crossing at 

Darley Dale which is still gated, so when you visit the Transport Extravaganza in 

September look for it on the approach road, it may be a slow and delaying procedure 

to open and close the gates but at least it is safe and the Festival does not entertain 

or encourage Gate Crashers.

Closely allied to trains are TRAMS so naturally the next two pages deal with 

this subject, although not as fully as one might expect (in the current issue) if you 

drive in the Sheffield area. Skidding on wet tracks and possible “nips” between tram 

and kerbs are experiences which several motorists in the area have had to contend 

with along with the understanding that trams can only go where the track takes them 

and have no choice when it comes to manoeuvrability. Also the pages are rather 

sparse on road markings when trams share the road with other modes of transport, 

perhaps Sheffield as our local tram infested area has remembered the experiences 

when trams ruled the roost and the lessons of the past can be brought to the fore in 

the present, or perhaps the book compilers need to get together with the road 

planners for the next edition.

More next month when we get off the trams and onto the buses, so in the 

meantime continue driving to the code and not breaking it – Safe and pleasant 

driving.

Bill Harrington.
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MONTHLY PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

WINNER JUNE 2011 

RAY PARKER

Congratulations on an excellent shot. The judges liked the framing, sharpness of focus and 

good exposure. Well Done!!

NEXT MONTH:

July’s competition on Dereliction and Decay has just closed and winners will be announced at 

the caravan and in the next newsletter.

Entries are now being taken for the August competition with the theme of:

ACTION

If you are unable to make the caravan, please email your wish to enter and you will receive 

the password.

See our Photostream at 

iam.chesterfield@yahoo.com
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From IAM HQ

From the latest bulletin giving advanced information on new product developments I 

have selected some bits for sharing (TEd). 

Announcing the launch of DriveCheck Plus

We are soon to launch DriveCheckPlus (DCP) as the ‘missing link’ product in our 

current portfolio. DriveCheckPlus will use the ‘one hour assessment with an IAM 

Examiner’ format to deliver a taster or introduction to advanced driving for non-

members. This format is already used successfully for RidecheckPlus, Momentum 

and DriveCheck55 and will enable us to offer a consistent product across the country 

for drivers keen to ‘taste’ advanced driving techniques and skills. The price will be 

£35 and DCP will be available to purchase both online and by telephone.

Key objective:

To enable the everyday driver to experience ‘a taster’ and understand advanced 

driving techniques and thinking in a way that is low cost and with little commitment. 

New - Introduction of IAM “Affiliate” membership

The IAM is about to launch an affiliate membership category with the intention of 

developing an ongoing relationship with our customers who purchase ‘one-off’ driving 

or riding products but who have not yet decided to embark on a Skill for Life 

Advanced programme.

Purchasers of our ‘taster’ products will be offered twelve months free affiliate 

membership from the time of purchase and then the chance to renew for a further 12 

months for £10.

The benefits of affiliate membership

1. Copies of Advanced Driving magazine

2. A 10% discount offer on purchase of a Skill for Life course

3. A free introductory drive or ride voucher with a local participating IAM group*

4. Regular email and website offers and communications

Key objective:

To stay in touch with our ‘one-off’ purchasing customers and help develop them 

towards becoming full members through the Skill for Life programme.

From Goodwood Estate to Silverstone Race Circuit!

We made reference to our presence at the Goodwood Festival of Speed in INSIGHT

last month. The outdoor event at the beginning of July was a tremendous four days 

at which IAM exhibited……….. The show attracted over 181,000 visitors and we 

were blessed with good weather throughout. We took over 350 enquiries and have 

since followed all of these visitors up with a targeted email to encourage them to 

further pursue their IAM interest.

Next stop, Silverstone for World Superbikes!
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A Joke

Know Your Signs

Waiting in Doncaster to catch speeding drivers, a Police Officer sees a car puttering 

along at 22 MPH. Says he to himself: "This driver is just as dangerous as a speeder!"

So he turns on his lights and pulls the driver over.

Approaching the car, he notices that there are five old people, two in the front seats 

and three in the back...wide eyed and white as ghosts.

The driver, obviously confused, says to him "Officer, I don't understand, I was doing 

exactly the speed limit! What seems to be the problem?"

The officer replies, "you weren't speeding, but you should know that driving slower 

than the speed limit can also be a danger to other drivers."

"Slower than the speed limit? No sir, I was doing the speed limit exactly, Twenty-two 

miles an hour!" the old person says a bit proudly.

The Police officer, trying to contain a chuckle explains that A22 is the road number, 

not the speed limit.

A bit embarrassed, the person grins and thanks the officer for pointing out the error.

"But before I let you go, I have to ask....Is everyone in this car OK? The others all 

seem awfully shaken, and they haven't made a sound this whole time".

"Oh, they'll be all right in a minute officer. We've just come off the A120."

Know Your Signs – Know Your Limits

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS –

PLEASE attend the forthcoming Sunday or Saturday guidance 

sessions that are held at the SAINSBURYS CAR PARK at 9.30 or 

10.30am as listed in ‘Whats On’.

If this causes any difficulty, please contact Ray Parker on 01246 

206959 so that other arrangements can be made. New joiners are 

welcome to come along at anytime during the morning for a free 

assessment drive, or you can phone Ray to arrange a drive at any 

suitable time.

It is a fundamental part of your on-going training that you attend 

at least one, if not both of the guidance sessions each month. So 

please try to attend.

WE THANK THE MANAGEMENT OF SAINSBURY’S SUPERMARKET FOR 

ALLOWING US TO USE THEIR CAR PARK FOR OUR GUIDANCE SESSIONS
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WHATS ON IN THE NEAR FUTURE

JULY 

∗ 24
th

 Sunday – Rotary, Ashover Car and Bike Show. Show ground, Ashover, S45 0BA.  

Caravan and display, 10.00 a.m. / 4.00 p.m.  Contact Ray for more details.

∗ 26
th

  Tuesday – Medieval Market Chesterfield, caravan and display

∗ 26
th

  Tuesday – Committee Meeting – Chesterfield Library Café entrance on Beetwell 

Street 7.30 p.m. / 9.30 p.m.

AUGUST 

∗ 7
th

 Sunday Guidance – Sainsbury’s Car Park, 9.30 a.m. / 12.00 noon followed by coffee

∗ 13
th

 Saturday Guidance – Sainsbury’s Car Park, 9.00 a.m. / 12.00 noon followed by 

coffee

∗ 23
th

 Tuesday Committee Meeting – Chesterfield Library Café entrance on Beetwell 

Street 7.30 p.m. / 9.30.p.m.

SEPTEMBER

∗ 3
rd

 Sunday Guidance – Sainsbury’s Car Park, 9.30 a.m. / 12.00 noon followed by coffee

∗ 4
th

 Saturday Guidance – Sainsbury’s Car Park, 9.30 a.m. / 12.00 noon followed by 

coffee

∗ 6
th

 Tuesday ‘Skidpan’ - Crofton, Wakefield, Yorkshire. Contact Bill    Meet below the 

Town Hall, Chesterfield at 5.45 pm.  Please be prompt. 

∗ 10

th

 Saturday – No Guidance

∗ 10
th

 / 11
th  

Weekend Transport Festival – Darley Dale, caravan and display 10.00 / 5.00   

Contact Ray for more details,

∗ 15
th

 Thursday Social – Chesterfield Club, Chester Street.  Ashgate, Chesterfield, S40 

1DL   7.30 p.m. / 9.30. p.m.  Talk, IAM Service Commitment by David Stringer RGC (4)

∗ 21
st

 Wednesday Group 4 Forum Meeting -  Barnsley 7.30 p.m.

∗ 27
th

 Tuesday Committee Meeting – Chesterfield Library Café entrance on Beetwell 

Street,  7.30 p.m. / 9.30.p.m.

REMEMBER –

Talk by David Stinger on the IAM Service Commitment Thursday 15
th

September 2011, 7.30 pm, Chester Street Club, Chesterfield S40 1DL

This promises to be a very good evening, so come along.

SELF DRIVE HIRE

SERPENT MOTORS

SMALL CARS … FAMILY CARS … MINI BUSES … VANS

ESTABLISHED FOR OVER 30 YEARS

10% DISCOUNT TO IAM MEMBERS

01246 279920

OLD ROAD,BRAMPTON,CHESTERFIELD S40 2QZ

FOR THE BEST VALUE AND UNBEATABLE SERVICE


